1. Introduction. Sutherland has proved in [4] , among other things, that the Stiefel manifolds V",q of orthonormal q-írames in Rn are parallelizable for g = 2. The proof there consists of showing that the Vn¡q are stably parallelizable, and then invoking some results of Adams and Kervaire, [l] , [2] , and [3] , which show that under certain circumstances stably parallelizable implies parallelizable. The purpose of this note is to give a more elementary proof of the parallelizability of the Vn,qlor q>2. 'II _ II x* ~ x* il _ < Il _ 'II As x' tends to x, x/ tends to xr, so ||xr -x/1| tends to 0. Hence by (1), (Xr,,)i is normal to Vn¡q at x for all x£Fn,9, \^r<s^q and so ©isr<«s«Xr,8 is a trivial \q(q -l)-plane subbundle of v.
But since Vn,q is an S"_5-bundle over F",5_i, and Vn,i=Sn~l, it follows by induction on q that Vn,q is a manifold of dimension g(w -1) -|g(g -1). Hence, since dim Sn~lX • • • XSn~\ q times, is q(n -1), it follows that? has fibre dimension \q(q -1). Hence, v -©isr<«Si V.» -is(2 -1) (we write & for the trivial ¿-plane bundle over Vn,q). The trivial «-plane bundle F",sXP"over F",g splits as the Whitney sum a@y whereaxconsists of all (x, u), uÇ_Rn, uLxk, l=£^g, and yx consists of all (x, v), z/GP", v in the span of xi, • • ■ , x3. 7 is a trivial g-plane bundle, having the q everywhere linearly-independent cross-sections s, defined by s¿(x) = (x, x¿), l=î^g.
Hence, a©g~«. Hence, ka®l is trivial if /2:g, and & is any positive integer.
Each of the a¿ above is equivalent to a. Hence T=gaffi^g(g -1).
If g>2, èg(g -l)^g, and so t is trivial.
